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Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, OCCUPATION, AND BUSINESS 1 

ADDRESS. 2 

A. My name is Ed Durrenberger.   I am a Senior Utility Analyst for the Electric & 3 

Natural Gas Division of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (OPUC).  My 4 

business address is 550 Capitol Street NE Suite 215, Salem, Oregon 97301-5 

2551.  6 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND 7 

EXPERIENCE. 8 

A. My Witness Qualification Statement is found in Exhibit Staff/101. 9 

Q. HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED TESTIMONY IN THIS DOCKET? 10 

A. Yes, I provided opening testimony about the October update portion of the 11 

2010 Annual Power Cost Update (APCU) filed by Idaho Power Company 12 

(Idaho Power or company) docketed as UE 214.   13 

Q. DID YOU PREPARE AN EXHIBIT FOR YOUR REPLY TESTIMONY? 14 

A. No. 15 

Q. HOW IS YOUR REPLY TESTIMONY ORGANIZED? 16 

A. In my opening testimony I discussed concerns I had with some of the inputs to 17 

the power cost modeling used to derive the October update of base power 18 

supply expenses for the power cost year of April 2010 through March 2011.  19 

Since that time parties have convened a workshop and settlement meeting and 20 

I learned more about the Idaho Power initial filing of the October update. 21 
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Q. HAS WHAT YOU LEARNED CHANGED YOUR RECOMMENDED 1 

ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE COMPANY’S ORIGINAL FILING OF THE 2 

OCTOBER UPDATE? 3 

A. To some extent yes.  I had originally proposed that the following categories of 4 

inputs be adjusted in various ways: 5 

• Load growth: the modeled sales to customers used as the starting point on 6 

which the power cost is modeled. The Hoku power contract: this is a new 7 

high load industrial contract that was modeled as being in place for the 8 

entire power cost year. 9 

• PURPA power purchases: a number of PURPA power purchase 10 

agreements were modeled into the October update of the power cost 11 

dispatch model for projects whose start-up date was not certain. 12 

• Salmon Flow Augmentation:  a change in the water release regiment 13 

intended to augment salmon migration in the spring led to a modeling 14 

change that then resulted in a change to the timing of normal hydro 15 

generation.  The company also made another small adjustment for 16 

declining reach, resulting in less overall hydro generation than normal. 17 

• Water rights lease agreement: the costs and benefits for a new water 18 

rights lease agreement were not included in the base rate update. 19 
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 Since these issues are all inputs to the power cost model, and the model 1 

output is what generates the update to base power costs that comprise both 2 

the October update and the March forecast parts of the “Annual Power Cost 3 

Update”, it is difficult to come up with an exact dollar value of each adjustment 4 

that I propose.  Each input change can have an effect on the value of each of 5 

the other inputs and the value of each individually may not be the same as the 6 

value of all the changed combined.    As such, I will explain the nature of my 7 

issues, and the reasons for any changes to model inputs I propose.  When a 8 

decision is made on these and other cost and load input changes that other 9 

parties may have proposed, Idaho Power will be asked to make the necessary 10 

modeling input changes and run the power cost model to then generate a new 11 

annual power supply October update.  12 

Q.  WHAT DO YOU NOW PROPOSE REGARDING THE ISSUES YOU RAISED 13 

IN OPENING TESTIMONY? 14 

A. For the first issue, I accept the load forecast that the company used in its 15 

original October update filing.  Idaho Power has been able to demonstrate that 16 

the load forecast that was used was made in a manner consistent with the load 17 

growth forecasts used in their most recent Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) 18 

Docket LC50.  Other utilities with filings before the Commission have been 19 

reporting small declines in sales to customers in Oregon in the coming year, 20 

and despite the fact that the Idaho Power IRP, containing a similar load growth 21 

for the power cost period, has not yet been fully vetted or acknowledged by the 22 

Oregon Commission, I am persuaded that the load forecast that was used is 23 
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reasonable.  At 1,817 average megawatts (aMW), the forecast load is 1 

essentially the same as the load that was forecast in 2008 (1,825 aMW).  The 2 

load number I had proposed in my opening testimony, 1,797 aMW, was the 3 

calendar year (CY) 2010 IRP forecast load from the LC 50 work papers.  The 4 

load period in question, however, is the April 2010 through March 2011 period, 5 

a later period than the IRP calendar year.  Interpolating the load forecasts for 6 

the nine months in 2010 and three months in 2011 results in the load figure 7 

proposed by Idaho Power in this case.   8 

Q. DO YOU WISH TO SAY ANYTHING MORE ABOUT THE LOAD 9 

FORECAST? 10 

A. Yes, although I have acknowledged that the 1,817 aMW load figure was 11 

determined using appropriate IRP methodologies, I continue to support an 12 

adjustment for the Hoku industrial load which reduces the modeled load by the 13 

amount modeled in the special Hoku sales and service contract.  Should 14 

circumstances change with Hoku when it commences operations, the 15 

methodology approved in Order No. 08-238 allows loads to be adjusted as 16 

necessary during the proceeding. 17 

Q. PLEASE ELABORATE ON THE HOKU ADJUSTMENT YOU PROPOSED IN 18 

YOUR OPENING TESTIMONY. 19 

A. In my opening testimony I proposed that both the power sales and revenue for 20 

the Hoku industrial sales contract be removed from the initial model inputs.  21 

The reasoning behind this was that the Hoku factory was still under 22 

construction.  There is considerable uncertainty as to when the plant will start 23 
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production and thereby begin taking the large industrial load the service 1 

agreement indicated.  A recent review of the Hoku web site indicates that, as of 2 

early March of 2010, the final financing had been secured to continue design, 3 

procurement and construction of the Pocatello Idaho polysilicon manufacturing 4 

facility.  I propose that the Hoku new industrial load and revenue is not known 5 

and measurable and should not be modeled in the 2010 APCU at this time.  In 6 

my opening testimony I mistakenly assumed that the Hoku load contained in 7 

the Aurora power cost model included only first block loads which I estimated 8 

to be approximately 39 aMW.  I have since learned from the Idaho Power, in 9 

response to Staff Data Request 19, that the modeled load was pulled directly 10 

from the electric service agreement and that the revenue contained in the 11 

October update includes demand and load costs pursuant to that agreement.  I 12 

therefore wish to clarify my intent.  The entire Hoku service agreement load 13 

and revenue included in the model should be removed from the October 14 

update and from the March forecast loads as well in the 2010 APCU. 15 

Q. WHAT IS THE ISSUE WITH PURPA QUALIFYING FACILITY CONTRACTS 16 

INCLUDED IN THE POWER COST MODELING FOR THE OCTOBER 17 

UPDATE OF BASE POWER COSTS? 18 

A. There are a number of PURPA power purchase agreements that Idaho Power 19 

has signed with counterparties that have not yet resulted in the supply of 20 

energy to the Idaho Power system.  Opening testimony discusses this point.  21 

See Staff/100, Durrenberger/5-7.  Basically the company’s recent history in 22 

regard to PURPA QF contracts is that a large number of PURPA QF contracts 23 
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get signed for start up the next year and then there is a large decrease in 1 

actual PURPA QF power and costs the next year because some of the projects 2 

never actually went in to operation.  It is not possible to know which of the 3 

projects expected to start in the post June 2010-2011 period will fail to come on 4 

line.  I propose that the Commission not include the energy or costs for any 5 

PURPA QF projects that have not actually started up by the time these power 6 

cost updates are finalized.   These avoided cost based contract costs should 7 

replicate approximately what the company would be paying for comparable 8 

energy.  Also, as I had stated in opening testimony, I agree with the company 9 

being allowed to revise some PURPA pricing to correct an error noted by the 10 

company in its opening testimony. 11 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR NEXT ISSUE? 12 

A. Idaho Power made an adjustment to modeled normalized hydro generation due 13 

to a shifting of the timing of water release in the Snake River basin above 14 

Brownlee reservoir.  This resulted in a modeled larger than “normal” amount of 15 

hydro generation in May and June and a corresponding lower amount of hydro 16 

generation in July and August.  The US Bureau of Reclamation, in its Biological 17 

Assessment (BA) of the operations of the Snake River basin, has recently 18 

required that the additional water flow for salmon augmentation be shifted from 19 

the summer (July-August) to the spring (May-June).  Overall, the annual hydro 20 

output of the Snake River basin generation system appears unaffected but the 21 

shifting of the timing of flow augmentation results in less hydro generation in 22 
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the high power cost summer months and more generation in the lower cost 1 

spring, thereby causing an increase to power costs.  2 

Q. IN OPENING TESTIMONY YOU TOOK ISSUE WITH THIS SALMON FLOW 3 

AUGMENTATION ADJUSTMENT.  DO YOU NOW WANT TO AMEND YOUR 4 

RECOMMENDATION? 5 

A. Yes, I now have seen sufficient evidence from a number of sources to support 6 

Idaho Power’s position that it does not have any alternative but to comply with 7 

the government-mandated change in Snake River flow regimes.  I further have 8 

gained insight into how the company made the modeling changes and I am 9 

more comfortable with the expected system hydro output during the spring and 10 

summer months.   11 

Q. DOES THIS MEAN YOU AGREE WITH THE CHANGE TO NORMALIZED 12 

HYDRO GENERATION IN THE FILING? 13 

A. Yes and no.   I agree that the flow augmentation is required and I agree that 14 

hydro generation that previously would have occurred in July and August is 15 

now going to shift to May and June.  I also agree that the amounts and timing 16 

of the generation appear to be modeled correctly in terms of matching the 17 

generation in May and June with what had been regularly occurring in July and 18 

August.   19 

   However, I disagree that it is appropriate for Idaho Power to make this 20 

type of stepwise adjustment in normalized generation in the midst of its APCU 21 

filing.  As I stated in my opening testimony, the company also included a small 22 

adjustment to overall hydro output due to what was called a long term 23 
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decrease in tributary flows to the Snake River Basin.  See Staff/100, 1 

Durrenberger/8.  This additional adjustment to normalized hydro generation 2 

appeared diminishingly small but, again, should not be part of changes for the 3 

APCU filing.  I propose to that these power supply changes be allowed in this 4 

docket, contrary to my earlier testimony, but request the Commission to require 5 

that Idaho Power model changes such as this in a separate filing and docket.  6 

In this manner, parties could review the proposed changes and their effects 7 

and, if they so choose, offer comments before the changes are implemented in 8 

the APCU.  I realize the process I propose may seem burdensome; however, 9 

the APCU, as envisioned in Order No. 08-238 is a narrowly focused 10 

proceeding intended to be less contentious than a general rate case.  Because 11 

only a limited number of changes or updates are allowed to the inputs in the 12 

power cost modeling used to derive the final power supply expenses, the 13 

docket typically proceeds relatively quickly.  Should parties need to regularly 14 

investigate modeling and methodological changes such as were included this 15 

time, it may not be possible to resolve all the issues and reach a decision on 16 

power costs in time for the June 1 implementation date.      17 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR TESTIMONY ON THIS ISSUE. 18 

A. I agree that the changes to normalized hydro generation that the company 19 

made in this APCU are acceptable.  I would not favor having any 20 

methodological or modeling updates be a part of any future routine APCU 21 

power supply expense filings unless the parties have had the opportunity to 22 
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review the proposed changes and comment on them prior to their use in the 1 

power cost update.  2 

Q. ARE THERE ANY OTHER ISSUES THAT YOU WISH TO DISCUSS?   3 

A. Yes, I have one other item that is important to be included in the October 4 

update to the APCU.   Idaho Power has recently leased some water rights 5 

that it can use to release water from the American Falls reservoir in August 6 

and September.  The company did not include this lease in the 2010 APCU.  7 

The cost and modeled benefits from this lease need to be included in the 8 

October update in the 2010 APCU.  The inclusion of this water lease 9 

agreement does not appear controversial from the standpoint of including the 10 

costs and benefits in the base power supply October update and the benefits 11 

are modeled to exceed the costs. 12 

Q. ARE THERE ANY OTHER ISSUES THAT YOU WISH TO DISCUSS? 13 

 A. No, these are all the issues I wish to discuss.  Although I have not quantified 14 

the rate consequence of the model inputs I have proposed, the Idaho Power 15 

APCU is a proceeding whereby parties debate and settle on changes to the 16 

Aurora power cost model input and then use the model output to generate the 17 

power supply expenses used to determine the APCU.  There is ample time 18 

between now and the final filing of the power cost update in this docket for the 19 

company to make the revisions necessary to the inputs and make a new 20 

revised October update model run.   21 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?  22 

A. Yes. 23 
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Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, OCCUPATION, AND BUSINESS 1 

ADDRESS. 2 

A. My name is Michael Dougherty.  I am the Program Manager for the Corporate 3 

Analysis and Water Regulation Section of the Public Utility Commission of 4 

Oregon (Commission).  My business address is 550 Capitol Street NE Suite 5 

215, Salem, Oregon 97301-2551.   6 

Q. ARE YOU THE SAME MICHAEL DOUGHERTY WHO PREVIOUSLY FILED 7 

DIRECT TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING? 8 

A. Yes. 9 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR REPLY TESTIMONY? 10 

A. I include and analyze updated information obtained since I filed my Opening 11 

Testimony.  I continue to support my adjustment to Bridger power supply costs 12 

as previously stated in Staff/200. 13 

Q. HAVE YOU PREPARED ANY EXHIBITS FOR THIS DOCKET? 14 

A. Yes.  I prepared: 15 

  Exhibit Staff/401, consisting of 21 pages; and 16 

  Confidential Exhibit Staff/402, consisting of five pages. 17 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR ADJUSTMENTS. 18 

A. The following table summarizes my adjustment to Idaho Power’s power supply 19 

costs concerning Bridger as listed in Idaho Power/101, Wright/1. 20 

21 
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Table 1 –Staff’s Adjustment to Bridger 1 

Plant 

Exhibit  
Idaho 

Power/101, 
Wright/1 Staff  Adjustment 

Bridger $105,249,100 $89,664,839 $15,584,261 

Total Adjustment $15,584,261

Total Oregon Adjustment (.0464 allocation) $723,110

 2 
Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE ANALYSES SUPPORTING YOUR 3 

RECOMMENDED ADJUSTMENT. 4 

A. Because Bridger receives coal from an affiliated interest coal mine (Bridger 5 

Coal Company (BCC)), I performed several lower-of-cost-or-market (LCM) 6 

analyses pursuant to Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 860-027-0048, 7 

Allocation of Costs by an Energy Utility.  The primary LCM analysis results in 8 

an Oregon adjustment of $723,110 to the Idaho Power’s Bridger power supply 9 

costs. 10 

Q. DO YOU CONTINUE TO PROVIDE AN ALTERNATE RECOMMENDATION 11 

FOR THE COMMISSION TO CONSIDER? 12 

A. Yes.  As explained in Staff/200, I performed four LCM analyses concerning 13 

coal costs from BCC supplied to Bridger.  My primary analysis results in an 14 

Oregon adjustment of $723,110 for Bridger power supply costs.  A first 15 

alternative analysis results in an Oregon adjustment of $691,354 for Bridger 16 

power supply costs.  The following table lists the primary and alternate 17 

recommendations. 18 

 19 
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 1 
 2 

Table 2 –Recommended Oregon Adjustments 3 
Primary Adjustment $723,110 

Alternate Adjustment $691,354 

  4 
As previously mentioned in Staff/200, I did not include the second and third 5 

LCM analyses as recommended adjustments concerning Bridger power cost 6 

supply expense.   7 

Q. IN STAFF/200, DOUGHERTY/6-7, YOU ASSERT THERE IS A MARKET 8 

AND AVAILABILITY OF COAL IN THE GREEN RIVER BASIN (GRB).  IS 9 

THIS STILL YOUR POSITION? 10 

A. Yes.  As previously mentioned in Staff/200, Dougherty/6, there is a market and 11 

availability of coal in the GRB.  Evidence to this fact is: 12 

• Idaho Power uses GRB market supplied coal for approximately one-13 

third of the coal utilized by Bridger; 14 

• As demonstrated in Staff/200, the price of third-party (Black Butte) coal 15 

supplied to Bridger is lower than the weighted cost of BCC coal for the 16 

time period, April 2010 to March 2011, used in this filing; 17 

• Black Butte is also a surface operation mining operation and is of 18 

comparable quality to BCC surface coal;1  19 

• There are no physical limitations at Bridger that would prevent 20 

additional deliveries of coal from a third party source;2 21 

                                            
1 Please see Idaho Power’s response to Staff Data Request No. 26.  Included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
2 Please see Idaho Power’s responses to Staff Data Requests Nos. 35 and 37.  Included in Exhibit 
Staff 401. 
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• As previously mentioned in Staff/200, Dougherty/7, Commission Order 1 

No. 79-754, page 17, refers to PacifiCorp’s position on third-party 2 

availability in the GRB.3  It is important to note that although the order 3 

is 31 years old, Black Butte and BCC were the only coal mines in 4 

Sweetwater County producing any considerable tonnage in 1979, 5 

1980, and 1981.  As a result, the dynamics of the market have not 6 

significantly changed since the 1979 order;4  7 

• Black Butte has previously increased deliveries to Bridger when 8 

requested by Idaho Power and PacifiCorp;5 and 9 

• Idaho Power has confirmed that there have been periods where 10 

additional coal has been available in the GRB.6  Although this available 11 

coal will not completely replace the total surface tonnage produced by 12 

BCC, it is adequate to fulfill Idaho Power’s share of surface tonnage. 13 

To further highlight the potential availability of less expensive coal to replace 14 

BCC surface coal, in UE 207 Staff/200, Dougherty/17-19, I performed a LCM 15 

analysis that substituted Wyoming Powder River Basin (PRB) coal, including 16 

the cost of transportation for BCC’s surface coal.7  This analysis was 17 

performed to determine if using PRB coal to replace BCC surface coal would 18 

result in lower costs to customers.  The answer was yes, because the 19 

substitution resulted in an $11 million system reduction to PacifiCorp’s Coal 20 

                                            
3 Included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
4 Wyoming Coal Operations Reports (1979, 1980, and 1981) are included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
5 Please see Idaho Power’s response to Staff Data Request No. 30 included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
6 Please see Idaho Power’s confidential response to Staff Data Request No. 29 included in 
Confidential Exhibit Staff 402, Dougherty/1.   

7 Included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
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Fuel Burn Expense.  Because Idaho Power receives one-third of BCC’s coal, a 1 

proportional adjustment (i.e., reduction) to Idaho Power’s Bridger power supply 2 

cost using PRB coal, including transportation costs as a substitution for BCC 3 

surface coal would lower power supply costs by approximately $5.5 million 4 

($255,200 – Oregon).8  As Idaho Power’s response to Staff Data Request        5 

No. 43 demonstrates, there have been times in which the Bridger plant 6 

received coal shipments from mines in the PRB.9 7 

Q. IS IT YOUR POSITION THAT IDAHO POWER MUST BUY THIS 8 

AVAILABLE COAL AND NOT USE ITS SURFACE MINING OPERATION? 9 

A. No, not at all.  My position is that BCC coal costs in rates must be the lower of 10 

cost or market.  As previously mentioned: 11 

• BCC is an affiliate of Idaho Power; 12 

• OAR 860-027-0048, Allocation of Costs by an Energy Utility, applies to 13 

the transfer pricing between BCC and Idaho Power;  14 

• BCC weighted cost per ton is higher than the third party delivered cost 15 

per ton. 16 

As a result, the LCM pricing of coal must apply to BCC. 17 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A REVIEW OF YOUR PRIMARY LCM ANALYSIS. 18 

A. In my primary market analysis, I used the actual BCC underground mining 19 

operations tons and cost and replaced the BCC surface mining operations 20 

costs with the average Black Butte cost (spot coal, deferred coal, and 21 
                                            
8 A cite to the confidential PacifiCorp exhibit is not included at this time as staff counsel is attempting 
to work through the confidentiality issues associated with using confidential material supplied by a 
non-party. 
9 Included in Exhibit Staff 401.  Please note that the last shipment from the PRB occurred in 2000. 
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transportation) for each month April 2010 to March 2011.  I used the average 1 

cost to allow customers to achieve the benefits of the deferred coal.  The 2 

tonnage to be delivered in 2010 was deferred or delayed from prior years, 3 

either because of decreased coal requirements at Bridger or force majeure 4 

events.  As previously mentioned, Black Butte coal is an excellent market proxy 5 

for BCC’s surface operations because: 6 

• Black Butte coal also accounts for approximately one-third of the coal 7 

burned by Bridger; and 8 

• Black Butte is also a surface operation mining operation and is of 9 

comparable quality to BCC surface coal.   10 

I used the underground mining operations in this analysis because it is an 11 

essential part of BCC’s operations.  As a result of using the market proxy for 12 

BCC’s surface operations and including the costs of the underground 13 

operations, I calculated a $15,584,261 (system-wide) adjustment to Bridger 14 

power supply costs.  Using Idaho Power’s allocation Oregon allocation of 15 

0.0464, the Oregon allocated adjustment is $723,110. 16 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE WHY YOUR PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION 17 

SHOULD BE ACCEPTED BY THE COMMISSION. 18 

A. The Commission should accept my primary recommendation because: 19 

1. The transfer pricing policy pursuant to OAR 860-027-0048 applies to 20 
coal supplied by BCC to the Bridger plant since there is there is a 21 
market and availability of coal in the GRB; 22 

 23 
2. The recommendation uses the April 2010 through March 2011 average 24 

market (Black Butte) cost of coal being supplied to Bridger as a 25 
substitute for surface operations; and 26 
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3. The recommendation uses BCC’s underground costs in order to 1 
recognize an underground component of total costs as BCC has both a 2 
surface and underground operation. 3 

 4 
Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A REVIEW OF YOUR FIRST ALTERNATE MARKET 5 

ANALYSIS. 6 

A. In my first alternate analysis, I followed the same process as the primary 7 

market analysis except that I replaced the BCC surface operations with Black 8 

Butte’s spot and transportation costs.  This analysis did not utilize the less 9 

expensive deferred price.  Because the less expensive deferred coal was not 10 

used in the first alternate market analysis to reflect the carry-over tonnage, this 11 

first alternate recommended Bridger power supply cost adjustment of 12 

$14,899,869 is lower than the primary recommended adjustment.  Using Idaho 13 

Power’s Oregon allocation of 0.0464, the Oregon allocated adjustment is 14 

$691,354.  I used this as an alternate and not primary adjustment because 15 

customers should receive the benefits of the lower cost of deferred coal. 16 

Q. DOES IDAHO POWER ADDRESS THE DECREMENTAL COST OF BCC’S 17 

SURFACE PRODUCTION? 18 

A. Yes.  In Idaho Power’s response to Staff Data Request No. 39, the Company 19 

states (emphasis added by Idaho Power): 20 

A comparison solely of Bridger Coal surface operating costs to 21 
other surface operations in southwest Wyoming is spurious.  22 
Unlike the Black Butte or Kemmerer mines, Bridger Coal is an 23 
integrated mining operation rather than separate surface and 24 
underground mines.  Every mine, surface and underground, has 25 
a unique cost structure.  Differences in mining methods, 26 
stripping ratios, coal extraction, and mine capitalization all affect 27 
the cost structure.  Similarly to the Bridger mine surface 28 
operation, stripping ratios tend to increase over a mine’s life.  29 
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Though, the Bridger mine’s stripping ratio is now higher than 1 
Black Butte’s or Kemmerer’s, the decremental cost of Bridger 2 
Coal surface production is less than the cost of other supply 3 
options for the Bridger Plant.  Bridger Coal has already mined 4 
the lowest stripping ratio reserves – it still, however, remains the 5 
least cost supply for the Bridger Plant and Idaho Power 6 
Company ratepayers.10 7 
 8 

In Confidential Exhibit Staff/402, Dougherty/3, I applied 2009 surface 9 

allocations to the 2009 underground costs.11  Although, Idaho Power is correct 10 

concerning the decremental costs of the surface operations reducing the costs 11 

of the underground operations, the fact is that BCC’s weighted cost for the time 12 

period of April 2010 to March 2011, is higher than the comparable market coal, 13 

Black Butte.  Because Black Butte’s cost is lower than BCC’s weighted cost; is 14 

a comparable quality to BCC surface coal; and is available to burn at Bridger, 15 

BCC coal is not the least cost supply to Bridger and Idaho Power customers 16 

during the time period of this filing.  OAR 860-027-0048 requires pricing from 17 

an affiliate to be the lower of cost or market; and market cost, for the stated 18 

time period, is lower than BCC’s costs.   19 

Q. IS IT STILL YOUR POSITION THAT THE SURFACE COSTS RELATED TO 20 

EITF 04-6 SHOULD NOT BE LEVELIZED OR TREATED AS A DEFERRAL 21 

TO SOFTEN THE ANNUAL VARIATION ON TOTAL COSTS FOR BCC? 22 

A. Yes.  Although EITF 04-06 requires mines to include stripping costs in the cost 23 

of coal that is extracted in a given year, the ratemaking standard for affiliated 24 

                                            
10 Included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
11 Included in Confidential Exhibit Staff 402, Dougherty/2-3 and Confidential Exhibit Staff 402, 
Dougherty/4, Analysis 1.  In Analysis 1, I added the overhead costs allocated to the surface mine to 
the total costs of the underground mine resulting in a higher underground costs for 2009.  It should be 
noted that the amount of underground tons have increased since 2009; and underground costs have 
subsequently decreased. 
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interest contracts is the LCM pricing policy outlined in OAR 860-027-0048, 1 

Allocation of Costs by an Energy Utility.  The affiliate’s cost, no matter how 2 

costs are affected by EITF 04-6 (increased or decreased), should always be 3 

examined in comparison to market costs.  Because BCC’s costs will be 4 

reviewed in context of the LCM standard on an annual basis, there is no need 5 

to levelize these costs or create a regulatory asset balancing account.  In any 6 

scenario that compares extracted coal to stripped coal, the affiliate’s coal costs 7 

would still be the starting basis for Staff’s recommendation.  It is important to 8 

note that for the years 2005 through 2009, BCC’s average cost per ton has 9 

been higher than Black Butte’s average cost per ton.12  As a result, there does 10 

not appear to be a recent pattern where the affiliate’s costs were lower than 11 

market costs. 12 

  When comparing surface production costs per ton of BCC to the surface 13 

sales price per ton of Black Butte for the same time period, BCC production 14 

costs have been lower than Black Butte costs for two of the five years.13  15 

However it is important to note that the costs reflected are the production costs 16 

and not the sales price.  According to Idaho Power’s response to Staff Data 17 

Request No.33: 18 

The BCC sales price per ton includes an operating margin, 19 
equal to the overall rate of return authorized in general rate 20 
cases where IERCO/BBC operations are treated as part of the 21 
regulated activities of the Company.  The sales price is adjusted 22 

                                            
12 Idaho Power’s confidential response to Staff Data Request No. 25 included in Confidential Exhibit 
Staff 402, Dougherty/5. 
13 Included in Confidential Exhibit Staff 402, Dougherty/4, Analysis 2. 
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periodically as updated BCC mining expense data becomes 1 
available.14 2 
 3 

 As a result, the actual sales price would likely be higher than the production 4 

costs, mitigating any cost savings between BCC surface costs and Black Butte 5 

costs in the years BCC surface production costs were lower.  As previously 6 

mentioned, Idaho Power earns a return on its investment and operations at 7 

BCC; and as a result, may have incentives to continue operating the captive 8 

mine even if costs are higher than market.  Additionally, surface mine 9 

production tons have decreased significantly over the past few years.  Idaho 10 

Power appears to refer to the cost effect of the decreased surface production in 11 

its response to Staff Data Request No. 39 by pointing out that BCC has already 12 

mined its lowest stripping ratio reserves.15 13 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR ADJUSTMENTS TO COAL IDAHO 14 

POWER’S COAL POWER SUPPLY COSTS. 15 

A. The following table summarizes my recommended adjustments to Idaho 16 

Power’s coal power supply costs: 17 

Table 3 – Recommended Oregon Adjustments 18 
Primary Adjustment $723,110 

Alternate Adjustment $691,354 

 19 
Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR REPLY TESTIMONY? 20 

A. Yes. 21 

                                            
14 Included in Exhibit Staff 401. 
15 Included in Exhibit Staff 401. 




















































